Re DP2012-5266
Attention: Joshua Ross
I have now had an opportunity to review the submission package which was provided
to the community association.
My comments are being provided to support my position that the application for a
triplex at this location should be denied.
I have already provided you with a copy the correspondence which I provided to the
City of Calgary in Sept. 2010 in connection with the structural alterations which were
taking place in connection with this triplex conversion in September 2010, namely the
installation of the doorway for this triplex unit prior to this application being made. If
you require another copy of this exchange of correspondence please let me know. As
you are aware, information I received at the time from the city was that no permit had
been issued for that structural alteration which is now described on these plans as
"existing".
In reviewing the submission package I note the following pertinent issues which may
not necessarily be properly identified on the plans or missing from the plans to allow
a clear evaluation of the actual circumstances at this location.
Site plan 1/9
Structure is shown to be Single Detached and labelled as such. Fence on west
property line is shown to be cedar, whereas it appears upon inspection to be stained
pine spruce or fir. The location of adjacent building structures and in particular the
house to the west and its window locations in relation to the front deck are not shown.
These omissions obscure the impact the development already has had and will
continue to have if approved.
Lower level plan 2/9
The electrical panel will not be accessible from the other suites. In the event of a
need to reset a breaker and no one is home in suite 3, 24 hour notice will be required
to be provided to the occupant of suite 3 to access and reset the breaker. The
problems with this arrangement are clear.
The casement windows shown on the plans in the two lower suites may not meet fire
regulations. The slider window of the west suite may not not meet fire regulations. It
is shown on west elevation as a casement window. Which is it?
Sunken patio detail 4/9
Both doors are shown to be at patio level however no surface drainage management
system is shown on these plans. Both the existing lower suite and new suite are
shown on the front elevation plan to be at ground level. How is this possible.
Flooding will surely occur. To my knowledge there is no approved storm sewer
service at this location. Is the sanitary sewer system being used to drain this sunken
patio of surface run off? If this is the case is it permitted to continue?
Parking and landscape plan 5/9

The landscaping shown should be considered using the following supplemental
details. The existing raised planter in the north west corner of the rear yard adjacent
to the neighbour garage is dirt piled up into the corner of the fence to the height of
about 3 to 4 feet and held in place with retaining blocks. No protection has been
provided to the fence boards, and this will result in wood rot, and the eventual failure
of the fence boards to hold back the mound from falling into the neighbours yard.
More urgently the sloped blocks are easily climbed by dogs, who can easily then bite
the face of an unsuspecting person in the area of the garage entry door of the
neighbouring garage, or escape into the neighbours yard. This short sighted recent
addition to the rear yard does pose a safety hazard as in the past pit bulls have been
previously been living there. Further it appears unlikely an existing raised planter
could exist as shown on the plans abutting the garage as a doorway into the garage
exists at this location.
The spruce trees shown have had their lower limbs removed up to a height of about
10 to 12 feet eliminating any screening value for the neighbour from the elevated
wood deck off the rear bedroom of the main floor suite.
The maple tree is a soft manitoba maple and not a hardwood maple.
It seems unlikely this existing vegetation satisfies the landscape requirements for this
application.
Concerning the parking situation both currently and going forward the following details
are provided to clarify the existing parking deficiencies.
The garage structure as shown was built after the development of the sunken patio
and construction of the suite downstairs. No power service has ever been installed to
this garage and no external door operation hardware has been added to the garage
doors. This has had the effect of rendering the parking which this structure could
provide, unusable, and has eliminating 2 parking spaces from the pad which
previously provided parking at this location, thereby leaving only one open pad parking
space available at this location, as is currently the situation. It appears as if an
orange extension cord has recently been threaded through the sky light of the roof of
the garage and plugged into an exterior power outlet on the north wall of the house to
provide some temporary power into the garage structure for some purposes. (photo
"no power") The plans fail to disclose this fact and erroneously represent that the
parking arrangement is satisfactory to comply with the parking requirements for the
existing use of this property and also for a more intensive triplex use. There is clearly
a failure to comply with the existing development permit at this location as the parking
required is represented by the plans to be in compliance however it is clearly not the
case and has not been for many years. A site inspection of this deficiency will verify
this situation. It is not known if a building permit was required or obtained for this
garage. It is unclear from the plans the size of the garage and if the set back
requirements are satisfied.
Although not shown on this plan, it also seems unusual that if in fact this is a
valid duplex currently, why has only one set of garbage and recycling carts have been
provided to this address by the city. Garbage issues have been a regular and
ongoing problem at this location both in the rear pick up area and in the front of the

residence ever since the lower suite was first built. Currently the single garbage and
single recycling cart are permanently situated in front of one set of doors of the
garage. The current configuration of the garage and pad will likely be unable to
accommodate the 3 sets of garbage, recycling and composting carts which will be
required for this location if approved as a triplex.
It seems unusual and concerning that with respect to this issue of waste and
recycling the current use does not appear to be in compliance with the need for 2
garbage services and 2 recycling services to be provided at this location. Only a
single set of carts has been provided to this location. Although a development permit
is said to permit the existing duplex usage, perhaps some other oversight or
omission has resulted in this single detached waste and recycling service being
provided to this location.
Recent assessment details also showed this location as a single detached
residence with no suite. It is unclear how the building permit information required for
the conversion of the single residential to duplex use would not have been
communicated to the waste and recycling and assessment groups within the City of
Calgary. These incidental discrepancies should be investigated and corrected both in
connection with this application and in connection with this dwellings current usage.
The existing street parking situation has developed into a social problem already with
no parking painted onto the streets and sidewalks nearby to the east. (photo "no
parking") Clearly there are parking issues in this vicinity!
Front elevation 6/9
There has not been any stucco finish applied to the exposed basement foundation
wall contrary to the plan which clearly identifies the foundation wall as having a
painted stucco “plum” finish. From the time the pit was excavated for this sunken front
patio, the exposed concrete foundation walls have been unpainted, until Sept. 2010
when the new triplex door was punched into the foundation wall. At that time some
painting to the existing stucco on the upper level was done to the front of the building,
and the lower concrete foundation wall was painted after the opening was created
and the entry door installed. Otherwise it appears little effort has been expended to
create a front facade which complements the street scape of both existing period
homes and new infill construction. The external plumbing hose fixture is still hanging
from the now upper floor wall, inaccessible without a ladder from the sunken patio.
An electrical outlet likewise is left hanging in its original location, now unreachable
without a ladder and now painted plum as well. The attached photos of the front
facade taken in 2006 (photo "front 2006") show the condition of this foundation wall
and plumbing and electrical outlet as they remained until the work which was done in
2010 (photo "front 2010") took place as shown in the photo of the newly installed
triplex door. It is clear to see the paint job does little to mask the texture of the
foundation concrete or that the archway posts too have been left hanging in mid air, a
testament to the history of this poorly planned excavation and development. There is
little to commend here, this front view clearly demonstrates the lack of courtesy to the
community and especially the neighbour directly to the west. The elevated deck which

was created by the excavation of the pit, now provides a clear line of site into the
neighbour’s living room window, and a convenient gathering location for the upper
tenants. It too is hanging in mid air like the hose tap...above the pit below. That the
plans submitted with this application fail to disclose the impact of these overlooking
and line of sight issues (photo "overlooking") as well as a failing to recognize the
guidelines of the Area Redevelopment Plan as far as complementing the
neighbourhood character, should be sufficient to confirm the development application
is not fit for approval.
This development reduces land values in the vicinity, and discourages quality
redevelopment nearby.
I suggest the existing use as a duplex be no longer permitted until it can be confirmed
that the development is in full compliance with all current or applicable building codes
and existing development permit requirements.
Furthermore as this existing dwelling is currently not in compliance with the parking
requirements for a duplex as there is currently only one parking space provided the
applicant should be required to remedy this deficiency immediately.
Existing rear elevation 7/9
The railing structure shown on the back deck does not properly represent the
structure currently in place. At the moment it looks as if the railing is unfinished with
posts extending upward from that shown on the plans. (photo 'rear deck')
Summary
I am sure that an on site inspection of the deficiencies indicated and a viewing of the
existing overall circumstances respecting all of these matters will confirm that
corrective action needs to be taken immediately. This unsatisfactory situation should
not be allowed to continue and certainly should not be endorsed by allowing it to
continue on.
This project fails to meet the current standards for redevelopment which have taken
place on this street and elsewhere in the community. It is unlikely a development of
this nature would be permitted in any community of Calgary. The lack of respect this
poor quality development extends to its neighbours and the community is regrettable.
Please advise if a separate complaint regarding the existing deficiencies in parking is
required to be made in order to remedy this current circumstance in connection with
this use as a duplex.
As a nearby property owner I look forward to a timely resolution of this outstanding
matter as well as confirmation that the triplex application itself has been denied.
Robin Gourlay

